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NON REGULAR PSEUDO DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS ON
THE WEIGHTED TRIEBEL LIZORKIN SPACES
SHUICHI SATO
Abstract  We consider certain non regular pseudo dierential operators and
study the question of their boundedness on the weighted Triebel Lizorkin and
Besov spaces
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where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q  R
n
and jQj denotes the Lebesgue
measure of Q Also for a weight function w we say that w   A

if there exists a
constant C such that Mwx  C wx for almost every x where M denotes the
HardyLittlewood maximal operator
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Also the weighted inhomogeneous Besov space B
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See   and   for more details on these spaces
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for jj  N  j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where N is an even integer greater than n   a denotes the integer such that
a    a  a Let T
	


















 denotes the Schwartz space Then Bourdaud   proved that T
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 for    p  s   	 r r and that
the range of s is optimal see 	 for further developments Also the boundedness
of T
	
on the Besov spaces was studied Related results can be found in   
          and  	 In particular in   a weighted L
p
 p   norm
inequality for T
	
was proved under a minimal regularity condition for the symbol


In   the case where r is an integer was also considered In this note we
conne ourselves to the case where r is not an integer and generalize results of
  to the weighted inhomogeneous TriebelLizorkin spaces by using the idea of
  Moreover by applying the results for the TriebelLizorkin spaces we study
the boundedness of T
	
on the weighted inhomogeneous Besov spaces We refer
to Sugimoto   for relevant results
Let  be a nonnegative function on 	  satisfying the following
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M
s t for all a  
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
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Then we have the following
Theorem  Let    q    Suppose that 
x  satises   and   with
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Then Theorem   follows from the following
Theorem  Let    q     a    and n q  a  n q  Suppose that 
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This is a consequence of a more general result Theorem  Let  be a non
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Then we have the following
Theorem  Suppose that the conditions      hold  Let s   	   r r
q  p  and w   A
p q
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 r     	    By examples similar to
those in   we can see the optimality of the range of s in Theorem  	   r 
s  r
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Section 
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In Section  we recall results relevant to the proof of Theorem  In Section 
we prove Theorem  by applying these results Theorem  is proved in Section 










 Results for the proof of Theorem  
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Furthermore the Fourier transform of A

j
x k with respect to the xvariable is
supported in fjj  
j
g for all k 
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where we have used   This proves   which completes the proof of Lemma
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for h   j   	
Combining 	 we obtain the conclusion of Lemma  for j    The proof
for the case j 
  can be done similarly by using    and    
We can prove the following result by applying Holders inequality

















































The following lemma generalizes a result stated in  
Lemma  For j 
         let f
j
be a tempered distribution whose Fourier
transform is supported in fjj  c
j
g for some constant c   note that f
j
is
a function by the support condition  We assume that f
j
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From this and  we can easily get the conclusion
 Proof of Theorem  
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Then we can easily see that jS
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    separately under the hypotheses of Theorem  We
begin with the estimation of B
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By Holders inequality and Lemma    the right hand side is bounded by up




















Let g be a nonnegative function on R
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Next we estimate B
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 c where c is a constant independent























































































where the second inequality can be proved as above see  
Next we estimateG
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Finally in the same way as in the case of G
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for s   R   q    p  and w   A
 
see eg 
 Proof of Theorem 
Under the hypotheses of Theorem  we prove the validity of the conditions  
through     with k 





 n q  d where d is chosen so that
a  d and n q  d  n q





















exp ihk i d
 SHUICHI SATO
Let  be as in Section  Then by applying the HausdorYoung inequality we










































































 Then by   and  	 with L 
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n
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Using this and  for m 
       n we see that the condition   holds
Next we show that the condition   holds Let jj 
 r Put
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Then by integration by parts
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By     with L 
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Using this and  for m 
       n we can get  
The validity of the conditions    and     can be proved similarly Since
x 




satises    now Theorem  follows from Theorem 
	 Boundedness on the weighted Besov spaces
As applications of Theorems   we have the following
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Also we have remarks similar to those in Theorems   for the dependence of
the bounds on 
 We can derive Theorems  from Theorems   respectively
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